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EFFECTS OF CANARD LOCATION ON THE 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A BLUNT-NOSED 
MISSILE AT MACH NUf1BERS OF 1.5 AND 2.0 
Donald L. Kassner and Brian Wettlaufer* 
Ames Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A blunt-nosed mi ss ile model with nose-mounted canards and cruci form tail surfaces Wf),S tested in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot l·/ind Tunnel to determine the contributions of the component aerodynamic surfaces to the static aero-dynamic characteristics at Mach numbers of 1;5 and 2.0 and a Reynolds num-ber of 1 x 106, based on body diameter. Data were obtained at angles of attack ranging from _3° to 12° and canard-deflection angles from _3° to 15° for various stages of model "build-up" (i .e., with and without canard and/ or tail surfaces). Results were obtaihed with the canards at two different nose 1 oca ti ons. 
For the canard and tail arrangements investigated, the model was trim-mable at angles of attack up to about 4° or 5° with canard deflections of go. For this blunt-nosed model, there was little effect of canard loca-tion on trim angle of attack. The tail arrangements studied provided ample pi tch stabi 1 ity. 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Some recent emphasis in missile technology has been in the area of developing a series of configurations with canard controls on the noncon-stant-diameter nose portion of the missile. The objectives have been to provide both terminal guidance and high maneuverability during the flight. Of concern is the influence of the canard-control surfaces on the missile-tail effectiveness caused by the trailinq vortices from the canards. Pre-sent predictive techniques (ref. 1) have-been demonstrated to be inadequate, particularly for the case of the canards located on nonconstant-diameter regions of the missile (e.g., the nose). Accordingly, an extensive series of wind-tunnel tests(refs. 2-4) has been performed to provide basic ex-perimental data to be used in developing the required improved predictive techn; ques. 
*Project Engineer, ARO, Inc. 
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This test addressed itself to the effects of a fore and aft location 
of nose-mounted canards on the aerodynamic characteristics of a blunt-nosed 
missile model. Data were obtained with and without canards and/or tail 
surfaces ~t Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0. The angles of attack ranged from 
-3° to 12°, and the canard-deflection angles ranged from _3° to 15°. 
NOMENCLATURE 
The axis systems and sign convention are shown in figures land 2. 
Data are presented in the unrolled body-axis coordinate system. Because 
the data were computer-plotted, the corresponding plot symbol, where used, 



















Defi ni ti on 
missile axial-force coefficient in unrolled body-axjs 
system; axial force/SREFqoo 
missile rolling-moment coefficient in unrolled body-
axis system; body rolling moment/SREFqoo!REF 
rolling-moment coefficient in body-axis system for 
cnnard panels summed together 
rolling-moment coefficient in body-axis system for 
all canard and tail panels summed together 
rolling-moment coefficient in body-axis system for 
tail panels summed together 
missile pitching-moment coefficient measured in un-
rolled body-axis system; pitching moment/SREFqoo.Q.REF 
pitching-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis 
system for canard panels summed together 
pitching-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis 
system for all canard and tail panels summed together 
pitching-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis 
system for tail panels summed together 
missile normal-force coefficient in unrolled body-
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norma l-force coeffi c i ent in unro 11 ed body-ax i s system 
for canard panels summed to~ether 
norn~l-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis-system 
for all canard and ta il panel s summed together 
normal-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system 
for ta il panels summed together 
missile yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-
axis system; body yawing moment/sREFtJooJi.RCF 
yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis system 
for ca na rd pane 1 s summed together' 
yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis system 
for all canard and tail panels sunned together 
yawing-moment coefficient in unrolled body-axis system 
for ta i 1 panels summed together? 
missile side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis 
system; body side force/SREFqoo 
side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system 
for canard panels sUlrimed together 
side-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis systelll 
for all canard and ta'il panels sUIll/lIed together 
s-ide-force coefficient in unrolled body-axis system 
for tai 1 panel s sunllll'ed together 
reference length for all coefficients (missile body 
diameter for cYlindrical portion); 12.70 cm (0.417 ft) 
free-stream Mach nUlllber 
free-stream dynamic pressure 
reference area for all coefficients (cross-sectional 2 
area of cylindrical portion of center body); 126.7 cm-(0.136 ft 2) 
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angle of attack, deg 
missile roll angle, deg. 
interdigitation angle between canard and tail panels, deg 
Control Surface Code 
D(X) deflection angle of canard panel number X, 
(X = l, 2, 3, 4); see figure 2 
Configuration Code 
B body 
C1 sma 11 canards (aft position) 
C2 small canards (mid position) 
C3 small canards (forward position) 
C4 large canards (mid position) 
C6 large canards (aft position) 
C7 small canards (mid position) 
Nl sharp nose 
N2 blunt nose 
N3 semiblunt nose 
Tl tail panels (aft position) 
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~ TEST FACILITY 
The Ames Research Center 6- by 6-foot Wind Tunnel is a variable-
pressure, continuous-flow, closed-return type facility. The nozzle lead-
ing to the test section is of the asymmetric sliding-block type which 
permits a continuous variation of Mach number from 0.25 to 2.3. The test 
section has a perforated floor and ceiling with provisions for removal of 
boundary-layer flow at transonic Mach numbers. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The model and its components are shown in figure 3. The model was 
a sting-mounted body of revolution~, le.70 cm in diameter and 132.08 cm 
in length, as shown in figure 3(a).' J'hree nose shapes were used: a 
pOinted, three-caliber tangent ogiv~ and two blunted, three-caliber tan-
gent ogives, as shown in figure 3(b). The model used six sets of four 
canard fins and two sets of four tail fins, all with various aspect 
ratios, as shown in figures 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. The dimensions 
of the canard and tail fins are given in table 1. Each of the four 
canards and four tail fins had a three-component balance mounted inside 
the body. The four tail fins had a fixed incidence angle of 00. Each 
canard had a variable incidence angle that was remotely controlled and 
monitored from outside the tunnel. The locations of the canards and 
tails on the body are indicated in the nomenclature and figure 3(a). The 
total model loads were measured on a S.l-cm (2-in.) six-component balance (Task MKIIIE) furnished by Ames. 
Model photographs are shown in figure 4. Only the most blunt nose 
(N2) is considered in this report. 
TESTING AND PROCEDURE 
The investigation was conducted at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and 
at a Reynolds number ofl x 106, based on body diameter. Data were ob-
tained at angles of attack from _30 to 12° with canard incidence angles 
of _30 to 15 0 • For this report the model was tested in the unrolled 
position, ~C = 00. The experimental data, presented as a function of 
angle of attack, were obtained from pitch sweeps at a constant canard-
deflection angle. An angle transducer, mounted on the aft end of the 
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The six-component main balance forces and moments were corrected for 
weight tares and reduced to coefficients in the unrolled body-axis system, 
as shown in figure 1. The moment-reference center for all body-axis coef-
ficients was at model station 66 (one-half the length of the sharp-nosed 
body in figure 3(a)). All force and moment coefficients were based upon 
the following dimensions: 
SREF = 126.7 cm2 (0.136 ft2) 
~REF = 12.70 em (0.417 ft) 
The three-component fin balance forces and moments for each canard 
and ta il panel were reduced to normal-force, pitchi ng-moment and root 
bending-moment coefficients about an axis system in the plane of the fin, 
as shown in figure 2. These fin coefficients were then summed together in 
two groups, canards and tails, and reduced to coefficients in an axis system 
about the model centerline. They were then further reduced to coefficients 
about the moment-reference center in the unrolled body~axis systenl. Coef-
ficients were obtained for each axis system. 
The angle of attack was corrected for flow angularity and sting de-
flections. Stream-angle corrections used to correct for flow angularity 
were based on data taken during the investigation. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Computer-p lotted data on CN, ClIl' CA, Cy, Cn, and C.Q, VS Ci. a re presented in figures 5 through 8. The missile model was unrolled «PC == PllI-C == 0°) 
for all results presented in this report. 
Body-Alone Characteristics 
Body-alone characteristics for the blunt-nosed configuration BN2 are 
shown in figure 5 for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and angles'of attack from 
_3° to 12°, As in previous body-alone tests (e.g., ref. 2), CN increases 
somewhat not only with Q but with increase in Mach number. The increase 
in CN with increase in Mach number is, however, not large, and with further 
increase in Mach number above about Moo == 2.0, CN can ,be expected to decrease 
(ref. 5). 
At supersonic Mach numbers,the s'lde forces, yawing moments and rolling 
moments are essentially zero. This is not the case, however, at subsonic 
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Body-tail characteristics for configuration BN2Tl are presented in 
figure 6 for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0. The circular and diamond symbols 
represent the results for the body with tail {BN2Tl} while the square and 
triangular symbols represent the results for the tail alone (summation of 
four tail panels in the presence of the body). 
Generally, the tail (Tl) developed at least half the total CN for ~ 
up to about 12°. By comparing the Cm results of figures 5 and 6, one can 
observe the strong effect of the tan in providingstabi'lity in the pitch 
plane. Also, it can be seen in figure 6 that the C versus a results for 
the body plus tail are not greatly different from tWose for the tail alone, 
especi ally for MIYI :: 1.5. The side-force, yawing-moment, and roll i ng-moment 
coefficients for the body plus tail and the tail (in the presence of the 
body) were generally negligible at all test conditions. 
Body-Canard Characteristi cs 
Body-canard characteristics for configuration BN2Cl are presented 
first in figure 7 (figure pages la-51) for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0. 
The circular and diamond symbols represent the results for the body with 
canard (BN2Cl) while the square and triangular symbols represent the re-
sults for the canard alone (summation of four canard panels in tfte presence 
of the body). Results are presented with only the side panels (position 
X = 2 and 4) deflected consecutively at O(X) = 02 = 04 = _3°, 0°, 1°, 3", 
6°, 9°, and 15° (see figure 2). In all cases, the vertical panels (position 
X = .1 and 3) are undef1ected (01 = 03 = 0°). 
Following body-canard characteristics for configuration BN2C1, similar 
characteristics are presented for configuration BN2C3 (figure pages 52-93) . 
Canard Cl was located at the most aft canard position, and canard C3 was 
located at the most forward canard position (see fig. 3(a)). 
Generally, the canard panels developed less than half the total eN 
at both test t~ach numbers. Being located well forward of the pitc;hing-
mowent reference center. the canard panels also contributed substantially 
to the unstable pitching-moment characteristics typi,;:-,al-of a body without 
tail fins. Canard C3, located at the most forward mistile station, of 
course contributed more than cahard Cl to the unstable pitlhing-moment 
characteristics. A~ expected, an increase in panel deflection angle resulted 
in some increase in CN and positive (unstable) Cm for bothBN2Cl and BN2C3. 
Body-Canard-Tail Characteristics 
Body-canard-tail characteristics for configuration BN2ClT1 are pre-
sented first in figureS (figure pages 94-177) for Mach numbers of 1.5 and 
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canard Cl and tail Tl. The square symbols represent the results for the 
canard alone (summation of four panels in the presence of the body), and 
the di.amond symbols represent the results for the tail alone (sunmation 
of four panels in the presence of the body). Finally, the triangular 
symbols represent the results for the canard plus tail in the presence of 
the body. Results are presented with only the side canard panels (position 
X = 2 and 4) deflected consecutively at O(X) = D2 = 04 = _3°, 0°, 1°, 30, 
6°, go, and 15° (see figure 2). In all cases, the vertical canard panels 
(position X = 1 and 3) and all tail panels are undeflected (Dl = D3 = 00). 
Fol1o\'Jing body-canard-tail characteristics for configuration BN2C1Tl, 
s imilarcharacteri sties are presented wi th the canard more forward, confi g_ 
uration BN2C3Tl (figure pages 178-261). 
Generally, the canard plus tail (C1Tl or C3Tl) developed about half 
the total eN for a up to about 12°. A similar result was obtained at a 
subsonic r·1ach number of 0.8 in reference 2. In all cases, enough normal 
force was developed by the tail to produce stab'le C
m 
characteristics over 
the a range, ;) 
The most rear'ward canard (Cl) was generally effective in trimming the 
model (Cm = 0) at angles of attack up to about 3° or 4° with panel de-
flections of go. L-Jith movement of the canard forward (C3), there was only 
slight improvement in trimming capability. For example, canard C3 was 
generally effective in trimming the model at only about an angle of attack 
of 1° more than Cl for the same panel deflection angle. When the pointed 
nose (Nl) was used instead of the highly blunted nose (N2) described in 
this report, the missile model was trimmable to much higher angles of attack 
(ref. 3), The reader, of course, can study in detail the various results 
for each test condition in this report and similar reports (r~fs. 2-4). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A blunt-nosed missile model with nose-mQunted canards and cruciform 
tail surfaces was tested in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel to determine 
the contributions of the component aerodynamic surfaces to the static aero-
dynamic characteristics at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 and a Reynolds nWIl-
ber of 1 x 106, based on body diameter. Data were obtained at angles of 
attack ranging from _3° to 12° for various stages of model "build-up". 
(i.e., with and without canard and/or tail surfaces). Results were obtalneri 
with the canards at two different nose locations. 
For the canard and tail arrangements investigated, the model was trirn-m~ble at angles of attack up to about 4° or 5° with canard deflections 
of go, For this blunt-nosed model, there was little effect of canarc 
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location on trim angle of attack. The tail arrangements studied provided 
ample pitch stability. 
Ames Research Center 
1. 
2. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Moffett Field, California 94035 
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- DIMENSIONS OF CONTROL PANELSa I TABLE l. 
" ~ ~ C1 C2 C3 C4 C6 C7 T, T2 ti 




P. 45 0 45 
\[ B 1.68 1.68 1.68 2.40 2.5-1 2.37 3.18 3.81 , i' 
C 5.08 5.08 5.08 7.18 10.16 7.18 12.70 17.78 
D .25 .25 .25 .36 .38 .36 .51 .51 
E 3.81 3.81 . 3.81 5.39 9.53 3.56 6.35 0.89 
(\ 
F 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.98 4.37 2.98 5.72 7.62 
G .08 .08 .08 .08 .15 .17 .51 .51 
H 0 0 0 0 0 .81 3.18 3.m 
I 1. 52 1.52 1. 52 2.15 3.84 12.70 B.H9 
J 0 0 0 0 0 .81 
K 1. 68 1. 68 1. 68 2.40 2.54 7.37 
ar·lote: all dimensions are in centimeters except "A", which is in degrees. 






















































NOTE: POSITIVEDIREC'l'IONS OF FORCE 
COEFFICIENTS, MOMENT COEFFI-
CIENTS, AND ANGLES ARE INDI-
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HINGE LINE TAIL FIN 
LOCATION (MS ) POSITION 
I 107.32 FWD 
116.84 i\iJ]) 
126.37 AFT 
(.a) Basic model drawing 
Figure 3. - Basic model and components 








NOTE: MODEL IS AXIS SYMMETRIC, CANARD 
AND TAIL ARE CRUCIFORM CONFIGURA-
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MS 13.49 MS 13.49 
(b) Nose configuration 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
N2 
lYIS 13.49 
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(REZ002) " CONFIGURAfION' 1 (8N2) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALVES 
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SYI"SOL DATA Pt.RAI"£TR/C VALUES 
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(REZ 114) CONFIGURATION 9 CBN2Cl} 
SY!'f3Ot.. DATA . PARAI"£TRIC VALlJtS 
o CRM MACH 1.997 BETA 
o CRMO 01 ,000 03 
<> CA 02 -3.000 04 
01-3 . 000 02-4 
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CONFIGURATION 9 (BN2Cl) 
. PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.499 BETA 
01 ;OCO 03 
02 .000 Olf 
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DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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CONFIGURATION 19 (BN2C3} 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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(REZ275) CONFIGURATION 19 (BN2C3) 
SYM80... DATA PARAMETRIC VAlUES 
0 CRl1' MACH 1.997 BETA .000 
0 CRMa 01 .ooa 03 .000 
0 CA 02 .000 O't .00Ll 
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(8EZ276) CONFIGURATION 19 (8N2C3) 
SYt'SQ. DATA PARAMETRIC VAlUES 
0 CN MACH 1.996 BETA 
0 CNS 01 .000 03 
0 CM 02 1.000 04 
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CONFIGURATION 19 (8N2C3) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.996 BETA 
.000 01 
.000 03 
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(BEZ277) CONFIGURATION 19 (BN2C3) 
SYI"I3(L DATA PARAH(TRIC VALUES 
0 CN MACH 1.997 OCTA .000 '--
0 CNS 01 .000 03 ;000 
<> CM 02 3.000 D'+ 3.000 
.6 CH8 01-3 .000 D2-~ 3.000 
PHI-C .000 
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(REZ277) CONFIGURATION 19 (BN2C3) 
SYMSa.. DATA PARA.'1ETRIC VAl.l£S 
0 CPM MACH 1.997 ETA .000 
D CRMa 01 ~oao 03 .000 
<> CA 02 3.0% 04 3.000 
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(BEZ278) CONFIGURATJON 19 (BN2C3) 
SyMStX.. OATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CN MACH 1.997 SETA .000 
0 eNS 01 .000 03 .000 
<> CM 02 6.000 D't 6.0DO
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(REZ278) CONFIGURATION 19 (BN2C3) 
, SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CRM MACH 1.397 BETA 
0 CRf".8 D! .oon 03 
0 CA 02 6.000 04 
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CONFIGURATION 19 (BN2C3) 
PARAMETRIC VAlUES 
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(8EZ27S) CONFIGURATION 19 {BN2C3) 
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(8EZ280) CONFIGURATION 19 (8N2C3) 
SY~ OATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
o CY MAcH 1.995 BETA .000 
o CYB 01 .oao 03 .000 
o CYM 02 12 .. 000 04 12.000 
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CONF"IGURATION 19 (8N2C3) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.500 BETA • 000 
01 .000 03 .000 
02 12.000 D'+ 12.000 
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~ SYMBCl. DATA PARAt£TRIC VALUES 
~ 0 CRN MACH I. 995 BET A 
"- 0 CRMa 01 .000 03 
<> CA 02 12.000 D4 
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CLEZ093) CONFIGURATION 7 (BN2C I T1 ) 
1 
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VAlUES 
0 CM r'!ACH 1.995 B£TA .000 
0 CMe 01 .OGO 03 .000 
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[,. (MEl093) CONfIGURATION 7 (BN2Cl Tl) SYI13Q o"TA PA.RAH[JRIC VALUES 0 CYN MACH 1.995 OCT" .000 0 CYMe 01 .000 03 .000 0 C'(MT Dc? 
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CONFiGURATION 7 (BN2CITl) 
P~RAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.995 SETA .000 
01 .JOO 03 .000 
DC -;3.000 0'+ -3.000 
01-3 .000 02-'+ -3.000 
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CONfIGURATION 7 (BN2Cl T1 ) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.4~ SC:TA .000 
01 .000 03 .000 
02 .000 04 • (l1JO 
0)-3 .000 02-4 .coo 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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(LEZ094) CONFIGURATION 7 (SN2C 1 Tl ) 
SYI"'l3Q DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CM MACH \.990 BETA .000 
0 CMC 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CMT 02 .000 D'i .000 
6. CM8 01-3 .000 02-'i .000 
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CONFIGURATION 7 (BN2C 1 T1 ) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.990 BETA .000 
01 .000 03 .000 
02 .000 04 .000 
01-3 .000 02-4 .000 
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o eye 01 .000 03 .000 
o cn 02 .000 04 .000 
~ eya 01-3 .000 02-4 .000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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(MEZ094) CONFIGURATION 7 (BN2C 1 Tl) 
SYMBOL DATA PARA~£TRre VALUES 
0 eYM MACH 1.494 BETA .000 
0 eYMC 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CYMT 02 .000 Ott .000 
6- CYMS DI-3 .000 02-4 .000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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CONFIGURATION 7 (BN2C1Tl) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.990 BETA .000 01 .000 D3 .000 D2 .000 D4 .000 01-3 .000 02-4 .000 PH.1-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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0 CRN MACH 1.494 BETA .000 0 CRNC Dl .000 03 .000 0 CRNT 02 .000 04 .000 .£:::,. CRMB 01-3 .000 02-'+ .000 PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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o CN MACH 1.494 BETA .000 
o CNC 01 .000 03 ,000 
O::NT 02 1 . 000 04 ! .000 
~ eNS 01-3 .000 02-4 1.000 
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CONFIGURATION 7 (BN2CI TI ) 
PARAMETRIC VALL£S 
MACH 1.990 BETA .000 
D! .000 03 .000 
D2 1.000 0'+ 1.000 
01-3 .000 02-" 1.000 PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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Sy~~dL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
'0 t'f 
-1' .. eYe ~" CYT 
71ACH L'+9't OCTA .000 
01 .000 03 .000 
02 1.000 D't 1.000 
., :';~ cva OJ-3 .000 Dc-:'t 1.000 
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(MElO95) CONFIGURATION 7 (BN2C ITl ) SYMBOL DATA PARA~TRJC VAL~~S 
0 CY MACH 1.990 BETA .000 0 eye 01 .000 03 .000 <> en 02 1.000 O't I.COO 
.6 eYB 01-3 .000 02-4 1.000 PHI-e .000 PHI-T .000 
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.035 
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(NEZ095) CONFIGURATION 7 <BN2C 1 T1 ) 
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CRM MACH 1.494 BETA .000 
0 CRt1C DI .000 03 .000 
0 CRNT 02 1.000 04 1.000 
.6 CRI18 01-3 .000 02-4 1.000 
PI-II-.C .000 PHI-T .000 
.. 012 
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O~TA PAR~~TRIC VAlUES 
CN MACH 1.49't BETA .000 
CNC 01 .000 03 .000 
CNT D2 3,000 .1J't 3.000 
cr.a 01-3 .000 D2-1f 3.000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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SYI-'Sex.. DATA. PARAMETRIC YALl£S 
0 CM MACH J .99Q BETA .000 
0 eMe 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CMT 02 9.000 04 9.000 
6. eMS 01-3 .000 02-4 9.000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
1.0 . -
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SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CYM MACH J .492 8ETA .COO 
0 CYMC OJ .OGO 03 .000 
0 CYMT 02 9.000 04 9.000 
C::.. CYM8 01-3 .000 02-4 9.000 
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(NEZ098) CONF I G1JRA T I ON 7 (BN2C I T.1 ) 
SY!1Ba.. DATA PARA!1(TRIC VALUES 
0 CPf1 MACH 1.990 GOA .000 
0 CRI1: 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CRNf D2 9.000 Q'l 9.000 
6. CRMS 01-3 .000 02-4 9.000 
PHI-C .000 PHt-T .000 
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SYI"I'lQ OA.TA PARAf'£TRIC VALUES 
0 CN MACH L'+9'i ocrA .000 
0 CNC 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CNT D2 15.000 D't 15.000 
.6- eNS 01-3 .000 02-'+ 15.000 
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SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CYM MACH I .~9~ BETA .000 
0 CYMe 01 .ooe 03 .000 
0 CV~lT 02 \5.000 O~ \5.000 
6- CVMS 01-3 .000 02-'+ 15.000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CRN ~IACH 1.990 SETA .000 
0 CRMC 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CRMT 02 15.000 04 15.000 
b. eRMB 01-3 .000 02-'+ 15.000 
PHI-C .000 PH1-T .000 
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0 GN MACH 1.501 SETA .000 0 GNG 01 .000 03 •. 000 0 CNT 02 
-3.000 04 
-3.000 1:::. eNS 01-3 .0llO 02-4 
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(LEZ281 ) CONFIGURATION 20 (BN2C3T 1 ) 
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 eM MACH 1.501 B£:TA .000 
0 eMC 01 .000 03 .000 
0 CMT 02 -3.000 04 -3.000 
.6. eMS 01-3 .000 02-4 -3.000 
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SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CM MACK 1.998 BETA ,DOD 
;.~ 0 CHe 01 .000 D3 .000 0 CHT 02 -3.000 D4 -3.000 
D. CMB 01-3 .000 D2-4 -3.000 
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u 
o CA MACH 1.501 BeTA 01 .000 03 
02 
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(t1EZ281 1 CONFIGURATION 20 (8N2C3Tl) 
SY!1BOL DATA PARA~£TRIC VALUES 
0 eYN MACH 1.501 SETA .oco 
0 eYNC 01 .oro 03 .000 
0 eYMT 02 -3.000 0'+ -3.000 
.c::. CYM8 01-3 .000 02-'+ -3.000 
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SYM8Q. DATA PARAME1RIC VAlUE:S 
o CYM 
o CYMe 
MACH 1.998 SO:TA nr:"-" 
01 .000 03 .ood 
o CYMT 02 -3.000 D4 -3 .. 000 
A CYMS 01-3 .000 02-'+ -3.000 
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SYMBOL DATA. PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 CRN MACH 1.99;; aSiA .000 
0 C,,'/1C 01 .000 03 .000 
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DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CN MACH 1.995 SETA .000 
CNC 01 .000 03 .000 
CNT 02 .000 D4 .000 
eNS 01-3 .000 02-4 .000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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DATA PARAMETRIC VAlUES 
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DATA PAqAM[TRIC VALUES 
CA MACH 
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CONFIGURATION ,20 _ (BN2C3Tl) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH I .502 BET A .000 
01 .000 03 .000 
02 .000 04 .000 
01-3 .000 02-4 .000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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CMEZ282) CONFIGURATION 20 (8N2C3Tl) 
SYI"UOL DATA PARA~TRIC IIf-LVES 
0 0'fH MACH 1.935 BE:TA .000 
0 CYI".c 01 .coo 03 .000 
0 CYMT DC .coo D<t ,000 
6" CYH8 01,-3 .000 02-4 .000 
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(NEZ286) CONFIGURATION 20 (BN2C3Tl) 
SYMeQ DATA PARAMETRIC VA~UES 
0 CR:1 MACH 1.995 BETA .,000 
0 CR:1C 01 .oao 03 .000 
0 CRMT 02 9.000 04 9.C:10 
L::;. eRMa 0\-3 .000 02-'1 9.000 
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(LEZ287) CONFIGURATION 20 CBN2C3Tl) 
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETR.IC VALUES 
0 eM MACH 1.501 BETA .000 
0 CHC 01 .000 03 .000 
<> CMT 02 12.000 0'1 12.000 
IJ. CNS 01~3 .000 02-4 12.000 
PHI-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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(OEZ287) CONFIGURATION 20 (BN2C3Ttl 
SYI"8Q DATA. PARAM(TRIC VALUES 
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CONFIGURATION 20 fBN2C3Tl ) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 1.995 enA 
.000 01 .000 03 
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( MEZ287 ) CONF I GURA T I ON 20 (BN2C3T 1 ) 
SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
o CYM MACH I .50 I BET A 
o CYMC 01 .000 03 
o CYMT 02 12.000 04 
~ CYMS 01-3 .000 02-4 
PHI-C .000 PH1-T 
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DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CYM MACH 1.995 BETA .000 
CYMC 01 .000 03 .000 
CYMT 02 12.'000 OY 12.000 
CYMS 01-3 .000 02-'+ 12.000 
PHi-C .000 PHI-T .000 
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SYMBOL DATA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
o eRN HACH I .501 BETA 
o eRMe 01 .000 03 
o eRNT 02 12.000 04 
L::,. CRI1f3 01 - 3 .000 02 .. 4 
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